
SPRINGFIELD INTERCHANGE IMPROVEMENT PROJECT

The Springfield Interchange (or 'Mixing Bowl') Project was an eight-year, seven- phase construction project that began in
March and completed in July.

Similar vantage point to previous photo. Of those vehicles, approximately 7, head toward the Wilson Bridge
and the remainder head north on toward D. The official VDOT comment was that phase 8 had been transferred
to the Capital Beltway Project, which is currently in the alternatives analysis stage, evaluating various
widening schemes that include HOV lanes. The interchange is located at exit 57 on the Capital Beltway and
exit on I The 2-lane ramp from center to middle right, is the ramp connecting the Beltway Outer Loop directly
to southbound I to Woodbridge , that opened to traffic on December 15,  Lastly, the Veterans Bridge on
Amherst Avenue has been rebuilt. There were fears from some public officials and various citizens that
placing this busy interchange area under reconstruction, would cause nightmarish traffic congestion well
beyond the amount of traffic congestion that was already occurring. VDOT's aggressive congestion mitigation
effort was a success. The interchange is one of the busiest highway junctions in the U. I runs bottom to top,
and VA runs left to right. These photos were taken on January 31, , by the Virginia Department of
Transportation, and are posted here with their permission. The 4-lane Commerce Street crosses I in the right of
the photo. The expansion of VA Franconia Road near the Springfield Mall was part of the SIIP, and it
included elevated 2-lane each way express roadways with the grade separation of two intersections, that over
Loisdale Road and Frontier Drive, with outer local 3-lane each way VA roadways intersecting the cross streets
at grade. Lastly, the Veterans Bridge on Amherst Avenue was rebuilt. The 4-lane Commerce Street crosses I
in the left of the photo. During the construction period of the project, over 5, park-n-ride spaces were opened
on the I corridor. Separate travelers from I and I South heading onto Route by giving their own lanes,
completed in mid Signs direct Outer Loop traffic heading to eastbound Route Franconia Road to use the new
ramp opened in  The final new ramp will open this summer providing Franconia Road motorists heading onto
I North, towards Washington, with an easier and smoother entrance. Springfield Interchange in  Resting on
caissons of up to 40ft deep, the bridge is made of ft-long steel beams. Photos of driving the new 2-lane
northbound I flyover ramp from I northbound to the Beltway Outer Loop the I northbound through route,
toward Wilson Bridge , are here: Springfield Interchange Project Photos - December - 37 photos The 3-lane
northbound flyover ramp from I northbound to the Beltway Inner Loop toward Tysons Corner , opened to
traffic on August 24,  The major part of Phase 4 was a 4,ft bridge that links I to I, allowing traffic heading
west on the former to merge with southbound traffic on the latter. The remaining lanes on the ramps to Route
from the Inner Loop and from southbound I opened at the same time as the reopening of the original Outer
Loop ramp now signed as Exit B. VDOT traffic counts show that 2, vehicles an hour use the Outer Loop exit
to I North during the morning rush and about 1, per hour during the evening rush. The project was halfway
complete by January and five of the seven phases had already been placed under construction. Retrieved
December 4,  Other improvements To aid commuters during construction, VDOT added 5, park-and-ride
spaces, created a vanpool program, increased safety patrols to clear breakdowns, created a project web site,
and distributed notifications of lane closures via an email list. But VDOT officials pressured the primary
contractor, including issuing a formal default letter, and work was put back on schedule without adding costs.
The ramp to I now joins the main northbound lanes to the north of the previous merge after passing under the
Outer Loop; the advantage of this design is that it eliminates the need for traffic taking this route to merge left
onto I at the same spot where traffic exiting I onto the flyover ramp to the Inner Loop is required to move
right. The wide long elevated bridge in the left, is the 3-lane northbound flyover ramp from I northbound to
the Beltway Inner Loop toward Tysons Corner. Some people, including many Washington-area media
sources, refer to this interchange as the "Mixing Bowl" because, prior to the reconstruction, local and long
distance travelers shared the same lanes and travelers had to merge to the right or left to reach the correct lanes
for their destination. The overpass bridge in the foreground is Commerce Street. Last summer, Archer Western
Contractors, the contractor for the final two phases of the project, failed to meet certain project milestones.
This summer, the four-lane flyover bridge connecting I North to the Inner Loop toward Tysons will open. As
recently as [], the project was months behind schedule, and managers predicted that it would not be completed
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on time. A fire department foam truck was available to assist in hazardous materials situations.


